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Hello Members,
2018 has started off with successes and unknowns for our

Division.
We had a large showing of attendees and presenters at

the 2018 RAMS Symposium in Reno, NV in January. There
we recognized Jim Breneman as our Volunteer of the Year
and Dr. Wayne Nelson for presenting the RAMS Best Paper.
It is truly an honor to be able to work with such
distinguished luminaries of Reliability & Risk thought
leadership. Our Division is going on its 49th year and all
that we have accomplished has been made possible by
standing on the shoulders of giants.
Some of you may be aware that major changes are

coming as a result of ASQ Transformation. While our
Division Management Committee recognizes the need for
transformation in order to make ASQ in general and the
Reliability & Risk Division in specific more effective, some of
the changes driven by ASQ HQ and the ASQ Board of
Directors will result in less autonomy for our Division.

CONTENTS
Dan Burrows
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ASQ Reliability & 
Risk Division
dan@asqrrd.org

The Reliability & Risk Division has always been at the forefront of innovation and thought leadership with our
member contact, our webinars, the conferences that we sponsor, building a network of 20 North American Regional
Councilors and 10 Global Regional Councilors, and currently building our Body of Knowledge in the practice areas of
Product Reliability, Process Reliability, Software Reliability, Network & Site Reliability, Medical Device Reliability,
Reliability Data Analysis, and Risk. It is my sincere hope that ASQ and the Technical Communities, including the
Reliability & Risk Division, can move forward serving the best interests of our members even better.
I would be remiss if I did not extend my sincere gratitude to Marc Banghart for his dedicated service to our Division

the past two years. Marc has been instrumental in keeping the wheels turning with our website as new technological
challenges and even cyber attacks have not spared even websites like ours. Some members have experienced issues
which Marc is quick to resolve as he transitions our website to a much more secure and stable platform.
What I like most about our profession is that we are the people who make sure that things work right and last for

the long haul. This provides customers the best value for their money and this even helps the planet since things that
last don’t pile up in the landfill.
Go forward with pride, Reliability & Risk professionals!

Dan Burrows
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Check out our website at: 
http://www.asqrd.org/
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NEW ASQ‐RRD CONFERENCE COMING 2019! 

The ASQ Reliability and Risk Division will be bringing you a new conference beginning in 2019. It
will be in the fall of that year ‐ details will come out in 2018. It is expected to be an annual event,
but the kickoff year in 2019 will be a very special event when it will also be a 50th anniversary
celebration. The division has stepped away from its annual sponsorship of the ASTR conference.
This new conference will enjoy a focus of the content that has been shared and presented at the
ASTR conference, but it will also exemplify the division' focus on reliability, risk and associated
topics.
Stay tuned to future newsletters and our website for news!
Trevor Craney, 2019 Conference General Chair

Steam turbines function is critical within the thermal power plants operation. Turbine blades
are subjected to various loading including inertia, bending and thermal. They operate
predominantly under elevated temperature and high stress. Therefore, gradual deformation
becomes temporally inevitable, their accumulation leads to different failure mechanism such
as fatigue, corrosion and creep. In the case of turbine blades, creep is the most common
failure mechanism and is vital requirement to design assessment and preventing of the
premature failures. In general, the creep life prediction‐based methodologies are divided to
three distinct approaches of: i. time‐temperature‐parametric methods, ii. strain‐based
methods and iii. damage mechanics methods. The Omega and Ɵ‐projection models are
examples of strain‐based method based on empirical curve fitting models, successfully
practiced for creep life predictions. Different T‐T‐P methods such as Larson‐Miller‐Parameter,
Or‐Sherby‐Dorn, Manson‐Hafered are also being used frequently for extrapolation of creep
life.

The Life Estimation of Turbine Blades Under Creep Failure Mechanisms
Mohammad Pourgol‐Mohammad, Ph.D, PE, CRE

• Checking account as of December 31, 2017:  $61,543.13 
• Income over expenses( $78,583.60 ‐ $44,777.25):   $33,806.35 
• Other funds/investments :

• Investing in ASQ:  $32,900.62    
• PNC investment account:  $106,580.05 
• ASTR  net:  $20,115.81
• RAMS net:  $19,360.94

• Dues reimbursement for 2017 was                                        $20,106.00
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ASQ‐RRD MEMBERSHIP STATISTICS

QE BEST PAPER AWARD – CALL FOR PAPERS! 

ASQ Reliability & Risk Division at the time when their paper was published. The 
reliability focused papers appearing in the four issues from July 2017 to June 
2018 will be considered. 
For more information, please contact Prof. Rong Pan at rong.pan@asu.edu. 

$1000 Annual Award for Best RELIABILITY Paper!
Continuing in 2017‐2018, the ASQ Reliability & Risk Division will 
administer a $1000 annual award for the Best Reliability Paper 
published in Quality Engineering. To be eligible for the award, at 
least one of the authors of the paper must be a member of the 

We have 2635 
members from 
68 countries!



RAMS 2018: RENO, NV; A participant Journey
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Friday 19th of January, after kissing my wife and children goodbye I’m off to Reno for the 
Reliability and Maintainability Symposium. This year’s theme is “RAMS Through the 
Product Life Cycle” .

When I arrived at the exit 
gate of the airport in Reno I 
saw Dan Burrows, the Chair 
of the Reliability and Risk 
Division, so I know I arrived 
at the correct place. The 
hotel of the conference 
impressed me. As a 
European I’m not 
accustomed to such a bright 
and shining casino and all 
the accommodations in and 
around the hotel.

Saturday starts with a meeting of ASQ Reliability & Risk Division. The leaders/members 
participated in person or over the phone. We discuss how to add value for our 
members, what future activities we will do, some review of past activities and define 
improvement activities when needed. We discussed the financial status. The future 
improvements of the division website, newsletter, email traffic and other publications is 
also discussed. Also the analytic data from our website and social media were 
revieweded. 
We finished the day with some team building activities.



RAMS 2018: RENO, NV
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On Sunday I rest, try to get over my jetlag. Prepare my conference schedule-- make a 
optimal path of sessions to follow and attend. “Too much to do,  too little time”. Later in the 
day, I register for the conference and take the opportunity to meet some  other Reliability 
professionals, like  the “NoMTBF” contributors Adam Bahret, Anne Meixner, Chris 
Jackson, Carl S. Carlson, Les Warrington and of course Fred Schenkelberg.

On Monday the conference starts a little bumpy with a keynote session that misses the 
keynote speaker due to car problems, but turns out well in the end. And soon I have the 
opportunity to be present at a discussion panel about strategic Approach to Reliability 
Testing (Julio Pulido, Lori Bechtold, Dustin Aldridge and Larry Crow), a very interesting 
discussion addressing not using MIL-217 but instead MIL-758. Some words on Reliability 
versus Process control and from ‘validation = success test’ to ‘step stress = margin test’. I 
also attended the tutorial ‘An Introduction to R&M Management” by Fred Schenkelberg and 
Carl Carlson, a lot of lessons and practical tips were given there like: 1)become a service 
to management, 2) celebrate failures and 3) identify failures (in terms of $$). At the first 
day also the exhibitioners and sponsor booths are setup. So after helping setup the booth 
of the Reliability and Risk Division, I visit some companies like Winsmith Weibull, 
DFRsolution, Relyence and many more.
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RAMS 2018: RENO, NV

Tuesday, second day of RAMS. The day I tried to attend as many sessions as possible.
Function-Based Resiliency: Improving Performance through Adaptive Management by JD 
Solomon was a good session, he also has written a book about Communicating Reliability, 
Risk and Resiliency to Decision Makers, a lot of these elements came across in his 
presentation. Adam Bahret had a beautiful presentation ‘Balancing Reliability with Program 
Goals During Product Development’; an enthusiastic presentation and a nice slide deck. 
Also that morning, Greg Cennamo talked about ‘Surface Mount Reflow Profile Impacts On 
Reliability’ a topic that worked for me from a professional interest. Also, the NASA JPL 
Office of Mission Success, Martin Feather came to talk about ‘Objectives Based Assurance 
Management‘

The afternoon I spend listening to Carl 
Carlson ’s tutorial: ‘Understanding and 
Applying the Fundamentals of FMEA’

Later that day, I attended the ‘Alternate 
approach to prediction of IC failures using 
silicon based degradation mechanisms’ by 
Ashok Alagappan, the ‘Accelerated life 
testing of heat exchangers’ by Julio Pulido, 
a practical example of the acceleration by 
temperature cycles setup by using DOE. 
And the session of Marco Bonato from 
Valeo about ‘Assessing the Vibration 
Fatigue Life of Engine Mounted 
Components’ was good to hear because 
here vibration was used as an accelerator. 
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RAMS 2018: RENO, NV

Tuesday evening, the ASQ Reliability and Risk Division dinner, this co-event with ASQ 
Electronics & Communications Division annual dinner took place in the Wild River Grille –
River Room.
Apart from a dinner, the Volunteer of the year and paper award where announced. 
Awarding Jim Breneman as the 2017 Volunteer of the Year and Dr. Wayne Nelson for the 
2017 RAMS Best Paper, Cost Optimal Sudden-Death Life Testing.

The diner was nice and some good networking was done here. 
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RAMS 2018: RENO, NV

Wednesday, I went to of Alec Feinberg’s tutorial ‘Physics of Failure Laws Using 
Thermodynamic Degradation Science’, he still needed some updating on his presentation, 
but he had just published a new book that looked nice.
After this, I attended the tutorial on ‘Software Development Process and Reliability 
Analyses’ by Milena Krasich. This one really helped out to set some definitions to make 
sure you talk the same language as the software developers. 
The last tutorial of the day was the one of Richard B. Jones about ‘Risk management 
principles and techniques’. This one gave a great insight in plotting risk in time and risk 
perception factors.

By the end of the day, it was the RAMS reception and banquet, all the speakers and all 
the visitors where present. We got a full explanation on the Mars lander Curiosity mission 
and all the precautions that go with it.
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RAMS 2018: RENO, NV

Thursday was the day I needed to leave to make it home before my next trip, so I couldn’t 
stay for the very end of the conference, however I tried to work in as many sessions as 
possible.
I sat in on ‘Confidence Intervals for Ultra-High Reliability: Computations, Comparisons and 
Recommendations’ by Wendai Wang, the session about ‘Lumentum 
Modified FMECA of Motorized Spindle Unit based on Maintenance Cost’ by Chao Chen 
and last but not least ‘An Integrated Approach to Plan the Design Verification and 
Validation (V&V) Activities for the New Product Reliability Improvement’ by 
Mohammadsadegh Mobin , the last one made a very good impression on me in terms of 
content and presentation.

RAMS 2018 was an inspiring event that energized me for my current reliability task and 
the tasks to come. I took some action items for further study and I met a lot of new 
interesting people and old ‘friends’ I sure want to thank my ASQ RRD peers (Dan, Trevor, 
Suprasad, Dave and Rachel) for guiding the ‘Belgian guy’.

Tim Gaens
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The Annual Reliability and Maintainability Symposium

2019 CALL FOR PAPERS & TUTORIALS

2019 Theme: “R&M In the Second Machine Age - The Challenge of Cyber Physical Systems”
The Annual Reliability and Maintainability Symposium January 28-31, 2019
Walt Disney Contemporary Resort, Orlando, Florida

ABSTRACT SUBMISSION DEADLINE — Friday, April 13, 2018

The 65th Annual Reliability & Maintainability Symposium (RAMS®) will be held at the Walt Disney Contemporary Resort in Orlando, FL 
the week of January 28-31, 2019. The theme for RAMS® 2019 is “R&M In The Second Machine Age – The Challenge of Cyber Physi-
cal Systems”. The evolving world of autonomous systems, artificial intelligence, new levels of complexity in human-machine teaming and 
automation making more and more life and death decisions intensifies the critical role of RAMS disciplines. The RAMS 2019 theme offers a 
broad umbrella of opportunities for papers and tutorials that address theory and application of RAMS disciplines in the design, development 
and support process, and how these disciplines can be applied on all technology through lessons learned, analyses, modeling and simulation, 
and training. Equally as important as the 2019 Symposium theme is the discussion of the classical approaches, spanning all technologies and 
disciplines in the focus to optimize performance. We want to learn more about how you obtain, manage, and effectively leverage any of the 
RAMS disciplines in your day-to-day quest to improve your technology and to bring to market those systems that make our world a better 
place. 

With this in mind, we invite you to share your theoretical or practical findings as documented by research results, engineering studies, 
success stories, lessons learned, R&M based analyses and simulations, or R&M discoveries at RAMS® 2019 in Orlando. Tell us how you 
are designing, optimizing, and supporting systems (both hardware and software) by applying the RAMS disciplines. Tell us how you are 
developing new methods and how you are using reliability and maintainability in other pursuits. 

RAMS® is the premier forum for sharing your experience, knowledge, and roadmaps to success. Make your contribution to the advance-
ment of the RAMS disciplines and enjoy participating in the rich exchange of ideas and solutions. We want you to contribute your unique 
experience to our synergistic symposium sponsored by nine professional societies. Plan to submit your paper or tutorial now.

RAMS® seeks to provide a mix of papers and tutorials. Papers are the best medium to document advancements in the state- of-the-art, and 
those accepted will be published in the Proceedings. A short technical presentation with discussion period (approximately one-half hour) will 
be given for each paper at the Symposium. It is the policy of RAMS® to publish all papers presented at RAMS® in IEEE Xplore. Tutorials 
provide more fundamental exposure to topics. Their technical depth ranges from introductory to advanced. Tutorials are presented in two-
hour in-depth sessions at the Symposium. Examples of the most recent written papers and tutorials are available in the 2018 Proceedings and 
the 2018 Tutorial Notes.

The process for presenting a paper or tutorial at RAMS® 2019 begins with your submission of an abstract. Your submittal should address 
topics pertinent to Reliability and Maintainability that are relevant to our theme, such as:

Accelerated Life Testing
Autonomous Systems and AI
Availability
Big Data and IoT Applications in R&M
Business Process Improvement
Design Optimization Using R&M Techniques
Discrete Event Modeling & Simulation
Economic Models for R&M Equipment
Diagnostics and Prognostics
FMEA
Fault Tolerance and Safety Critical Systems
Fault Tree Analysis
Human Reliability
Knowledge Based Training
Life Data Analysis
Maintenance Models and Methodologies
Physical Reliability Models
Prognostics and Health Management

Quality Appl. in Electronics Design & Mfg.
R&M Applications in Aerospace
R&M Applications in Health Care
R&M Applications in Infrastructure Management
R&M Applications in Manufacturing
R&M Applications in Service
R&M Applications in Supportability
R&M and Quality Appl. in Communications Design & Mfg.
R&M Management
Reliability Modeling
Reliability Growth Analysis
Repairable Systems
Risk Analysis and Management
Security and Dependability Analysis
Software Reliability and Testing
Software Safety
System Safety Analysis
Warranty Data Analysis and Management
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2019 CALL FOR PAPERS & TUTORIALS    continued
ABSTRACT SUBMISSION DEADLINE — Friday, April 13, 2018

If you wish to present a paper or tutorial at RAMS® 2019, now 
is the time to begin your preparation. All papers must be new, that is 
to say, neither published nor presented at a national or international 
meeting prior to the Symposium. Papers presented at local meet-
ings are acceptable. Tutorials must address key issue areas of broad 
interest in reliability and maintainability engineering. To have your 
paper or tutorial considered for RAMS® 2019, you must first submit 
an abstract.
Abstracts must be submitted via rams.org and the abstract 
submission process will be available from February 1, 2018, until 
April 13, 2018.
To submit an abstract for a paper or tutorial, an author must 
provide the following:
• a title of no more than 80 characters
• an abstract (all text—no equations, figures, or tables) of no more 
than 1000 words
• names and contact information for all authors
• an indication of which author will present the paper (if it is ac-
cepted at the Symposium)
• one or two relevant topic areas for their abstract (from the list on 
the previous page of this Call for Papers)
The names of the author(s) should not be included in either the 
title or in the abstract. Authors will also be asked to indicate if 
any authors are full-time students (to assess qualification for the 
RAMS® student paper award), and to which (if any) of the nine 
RAMS® sponsoring societies each author belongs. Please note that 
membership in a RAMS® sponsoring society is not required for 
acceptance.
Each author can submit no more than four paper abstracts and no 
more than four tutorial abstracts for consideration. Authors cannot be 
added to a paper or tutorial after the April 13, 2018 deadline.

The abstract submission procedure for papers and tutorials is the 
same with the following exceptions:
• they both use different links to upload the abstracts
• each paper can have no more than four authors
• each tutorial can have no more than two authors
Upon receipt of your abstract, you will receive a confirmation e-mail 
from RAMS®. Therefore, it is critical that all authors provide and 
maintain a valid e-mail address that can accept e-mail from rams.org. 
If an author moves or changes addresses, the author must provide 
their new contact information to the RAMS® Program Committee.

Note that all correspondence regarding papers and tutorials will be 
sent to the e-mail address of the author who submits the abstract.
Review Procedure for Papers
In May 2018, the RAMS® Program Committee selects a preliminary 
program of candidate papers. Selection of candidate papers is based 
on innovative-ness, technical merit, clarity, and relevance to the 
Symposium theme, as demonstrated by the abstract.

Authors will be notified in early June 2018, of their status. Authors of 
candidate papers are required to submit complete drafts of both the paper 
and presentation slides by the end of July 2018. Draft papers shall be 
submitted without author identification on the paper in order to accom-
modate a blind review. The specific requirements for papers and presen-
tation slides will be communicated to authors in a timely fashion. Draft 
candidate papers will be subjected to review by the Program Committee 
and RAMS® Editorial Board. The draft candidate papers will also be 
submitted to IEEE CrossCheck plagiarism detection tool. Authors will 
be given feedback on their draft papers and presentation slides by the 
end of August 2018.

Authors of candidate papers must submit their final paper and presenta-
tion slides by the end of September 2018. Final papers will be reviewed 
by both the Program Committee and the RAMS® Proceedings Editor. At 
this time, authors must also complete a RAMS® Copyright Form, and at 
least one author of candidate papers must register (at a reduced fee) for 
the Symposium.

By submitting an abstract for a paper, the author is accepting the condi-
tion that a candidate paper may be rejected at any time if the Program 
Committee determines that the author is failing to comply with RAMS® 
deadlines or policies, or if the Program Committee determines that the 
content of the paper is not of sufficient quality to merit publication in 
the Proceedings. For more information contact the Program Chair, at 
program2019@rams.org.
By submitting an abstract for a paper, the author is accepting the condi-
tion that if their paper is ultimately accepted into the Proceedings, at 
least one author on the paper will register for the Symposium, attend 
the Symposium, and present the paper at the Symposium in reasonably 
fluent English.
Review Procedure for Tutorials
The review procedure for tutorials is identical to the review procedure 
for papers except that they are reviewed only by Tutorial Committee and 
are not subjected to blind review. Authors of accepted tutorials receive 
gratis registration for Symposium. For more information, contact the 
Tutorials Chair, at tutorials2019@rams.org.
By submitting an abstract for a tutorial, the author is accepting the con-
dition that if their tutorial is ultimately accepted for the Symposium, the 
author or co-author will attend the Symposium and deliver the tutorial at 
the Symposium in reasonably fluent English.



Reliability & Quality Software

KEY	HIGHLIGHTS	

• Integrated	suite	

• Stand-alone	tools	

• FMEA,	FMECA	

• FRACAS,	CAPA	

• Fault	Tree	

• Reliability	PredicCon	

• Reliability	Block	Diagram	

• PC,	Mac,	tablet,	phone	

• On-premise	or	cloud-based	

• Online	or	in-person	training	

• ImplementaCon	services	

• Knowledgeable	tech	support	

• Free,	no	install	trial

Relyence	offers	a	complete	solu1on	for	all	your	reliability	and	quality	so7ware	
needs.	Along	with	our	so7ware	tools,	we	offer	top-notch	technical	support,	
implementa1on	services,	and	training.		

The	Relyence	SoluCon.	Providing seamless integra0on between FMEA (including 
Process Flow Diagrams and Control Plans), FRACAS, Fault Tree, Reliability 
Predic0on, and RBD analyses, the Relyence tool suite empowers you to effec0vely 
manage your products throughout their lifecycle. You can use each module stand-
alone, or combine the tools you need in our Relyence Studio integrated plaJorm. 

Power	&	InnovaCon.	Relyence tools pack an impressive list of features. Just a few 
of the highlights include: customizable cross-module dashboards; user-interface 
customiza0on; flexible report genera0on; data impor0ng and expor0ng; API 
func0onality; device libraries; workflow, approvals, and no0fica0ons; user and 
group roles and permissions; and Relyence innova0ons such always-in-syncTM 
technology, smart-layout, Knowledge	BankTM for lessons learned reusability, and 
FMEA-Fault Tree link-syncTM. 

Flexibility	&	CollaboraCon.	All Relyence tools can be accessed from any 
computer, PC, Mac, laptop, tablet, or smartphone for ul0mate flexibility and team 
collabora0on. You can use Relyence either as on-premise installa0on on individual 
computers or a network, or as a zero-client, browser-based plaJorm with your 
data hosted in the MicrosoT cloud or in your own private cloud. You choose! 

Rely	on	Excellence.	In conjunc0on with our soTware tools, we provide world-class 
services to help ensure your success. Our Implementa0on and Training teams can 
get you up to speed quickly, and our Technical Support team consistently provides 
support that is unparalleled in the industry.  

Sign	up	today	at	relyence.com!

relyence.com · 724.832.1900
Relyence	is	a	trademark	of	Relyence	Corpora4on.	Other	brand	and	product	names	are	trademarks	or	registered	trademarks	of	their	respec4ve	holders.

TRY FOR FREE

FMEA, FRACAS, Fault Tree, Reliability Prediction, RBD

https://app.relyence.com/Account/Register
https://app.relyence.com/Account/Register


Learn Network Achieve

Discuss current best practices and real-world solutions 
The schedule offers presentations, tutorials and discussion panels on reliability, durability and maintainability

Network with industry professionals
Join peers, sponsors and exhibitors for great networking oportunities

Gain relevant takeaways with quantifiable results
Find cost-saving ideas and strategies from professionals across a wide range of industries

Register today to join the community!

www.ardconference.com

Join us in Portland, Oregon for an opportunity to connect with a community of thousands of engineers, offering global 
connections, opportunity, collaboration and support from subject matter experts, thought leaders and fellow professionals.
Come be a part of the ever growing community that makes ARDC a unique experience.

Your attendance to a live event includes access to a year round ARDC community platform providing you with:

 ▰ All knowledge-rich papers and resources presented during the event
 ▰ An interactive platform to connect online anytime with presenters and attendees 
 ▰ Collaboration and engagement throughout the event with interactive sessions and workshops
 ▰ Continued accreditations, qualifications and professional endorsements

http://www.ardconference.com
http://www.ardconference.com/northamerica/index.html#topics
http://www.ardconference.com


www.hbmprenscia.com

ReliaSoft promotes the use of engineering methodologies to evaluate and improve reliability and 
maintainability through software, services and solutions. Our products facilitate a comprehensive set 
of reliability analysis techniques, including life data analysis (Weibull analysis), quantitative accelerated 
life testing, system reliability/maintainability, reliability growth, design of experiments, standards based 
reliability prediction, FMEA, RCM, RBI, FRACAS and others. We also offer an extensive curriculum of 
reliability training courses that provide thorough coverage of both the underlying principles and theory, as 
well as the applicable software. Total life cycle support and expert resources are available on demand for 
organizations and projects of any size.

Reliability and maintainability software and services

https://www.hbmprenscia.com/
https://www.hbmprenscia.com
https://www.reliasoft.com


Contact Dan (dan@asqrrd.org) to volunteer with us today!

2018‐2019 ASQ‐RRD LEADERSHIP POSITIONS
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Elected Positions

Chair
Dan Burrows
dan@asqrrd.org

Chair‐Elect
Trevor Craney
tacraney@yahoo.com

Secretary
Tim Gaens
tim@asqrrd.org

Treasurer
Jim Breneman
weibullman@gmail.com

Past Chair
Marc Banghart
marc@asqrrd.org

Appointed Positions

Membership Chair
Tim Gaens
tim@asqrrd.org

Membership Vice‐Chair
Suprasad Amari
suprasad.amari@gmail.com

Nominating Chair
Marc Banghart
marc@asqrrd.org

Education & 
Arrangements Chair
Trevor Craney
tacraney@yahoo.com

Regional Counsellors 
Coordinator
Dan Burrows
dan@asqrrd.org

QE Best Paper Award 
Chair
Rong Pan
rong.pan@asu.edu

Newsletter Editors:
Jim Breneman
weibullman@gmail.com
Mohammad Pourgol‐
Mohammad
mpourgol@gmail.com

Social Media:
Tim Gaens
tim@asqrrd.org

Webmaster:
Marc Banghart
marc@asqrrd.org

Marketing
Angleat Shelikoff
adshelikoff@gmail.com

Webinar Outreach
Executive Producer & Speaker Manager: David Auda (davidauda@yahoo.com)
Chinese Host: Frank Sun (franksun99@yahoo.com)
English Hosts: David Auda, Kiruthika Sundarrajan, Susan Czyrny
Spanish Host: Norma Antunano (normaantu@aol.com)
Data Analysts: Rachel Stanford (stanford.rachel@gmail.com), Tim Gaens
Video Editor: Ward Baun (wardbaun@gmail.com)



TECH SPOT: SAMPLE CRE QUESTIONS

1. Which answer BEST describes the events and operating conditions an item experiences from 
mission initiation to completion? The events may include the research and development phase, 
product manufacturing, warehousing, and so on, to mission completion.

A. Operational readiness; B. Mission profile; C. Design adequacy; D. Mission reliability
2. What is System Effectiveness, if Operational Readiness is 0.89, Design Adequacy is 95%, Availability 
is 99%, Maintainability is 0.93, and Mission Reliability is 0.99? 

A. 0.763; B. 0.881; C. 0.837; D. 0.820
3. Which of the following functions are normally accepted reliability engineering tools?
I. Failure probability density function; II. Failure rate function; III. Reliability function; IV. Conditional 
reliability function; V. Mean life function.

A. I and II only; B. I, II and III only; C. I, II, III and IV only; D. I, II, III, IV and V 
4. An airline maintains a fleet of 4‐engine aircraft. Its maintenance records show that on the average 
an engine fails 3 times in 10,000 operating hours with normal preventive maintenance. What is the 
Poisson distributed probability that 2 or more engines on an aircraft will fail during a typical flying 
period of 8 hours?

A. 0.000034; B. 0.0000034; C. 0.0000029; D. 0.000029
5. For the exponential model, the reliability at mean time to failure is about:

A. 37 percent; B. 50 percent; C. 67 percent; D. 73 percent
6. A plastics plant operates 8 extruders producing plastic film. Production volume requirements 
cannot be met if less than 6 extruders are operating. There is a .30 probability that a machine 
stopping malfunction will occur. What is the probability that 6 extruders can remain operating 
throughout the day?

A. 0.5783; B. 0.4482; C. 0.5518; D. 0.8059
7. A system is made up of four independent components in series each having a failure rate of .005 
failures per hour. If time to failure is exponential, then the reliability of the system at 10 hours is:

A. 0.8187; B. 0.8860; C. 0.9512; D. 0.9802 
8. What is the reliability of this system? (**)
Where component reliabilities are: A. 0.80; B. 0.95; C. 0.82; D. 0.85; E. 0.75

A. 0.10; B. 0.90; C. 0.95; D. 0.04 

9. Which method is used to predict new device reliability during its early design stage?
A. Burn‐in method; B. Part stress analysis method; C. Parts count method; D. Accelerated testing 
method
10. Which of the following forms of reliability data will BEST provide valuable information on product 
usage and reliability?
A. In‐house test results. B. Independent lab results.
C. Field support data.  D. Quality control data.
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Answers will appear on ASQRRD blog by March 15.




